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Here, we present a novel approach to increase the degree of miniaturization as well as the sensitivity of biosensor platforms by the optimization of microfluidic stop-flow techniques independent of the applied detection technique (e.g. electrochemical or optical). The readout of the labeled bioassays, immobilized in a microfluidic channel, under stop-flow conditions leads to a rectangular shaped peak signal. Data evaluation using the peak height allows for a high level miniaturization of the channel geometries. To study the main advantages and limitations of this method by numerical simulations, a universally applicable model system is introduced for the first time. Consequently, proof-of-principle experiments were successfully performed with standard and miniaturized versions of an electrochemical biosensor platform utilizing a repressor protein-based assay for tetracycline antibiotics. Herein, the measured current peak heights are the same despite the sextuple reduction of the channel dimensions. Thus, this results in a 22-fold signal amplification compared to the constant flow measurements in the case of the miniaturized version.

Introduction

The miniaturization and portability of biosensor platforms have recently become increasingly important in clinical diagnostics, especially in the field of point-of-care testing (POCT).1,2 In this regard, microfluidic chip design is a crucial point and thus, further improves the analytical performances of lab-on-a-chip (LOC) systems, in particular by reducing the reagent consumption as well as shortening assay preparation and analysis times.3–5

In microfluidic LOC platforms employing catalyst labeled bioassays, the dimensions of the immobilization section play a decisive role not only on their overall size, but also on their system performance as bio- or immunosensors. Either a specific part of the microfluidic channel or the detection cell itself serves as the immobilization area. This brings along technical limitations on the design and fabrication of these systems, especially for multi-analyte approaches, as well as non-technical issues (e.g., cost). Nowadays, multiplexing, simultaneous detection of multiple analytes from a single sample, is gaining in importance for point-of-care diagnostics.6–8 Herein, it is highly desirable to realize multiplexed diagnostic platforms in a low-cost and sensitive manner. In this context, the miniaturization of microfluidic devices without any loss of sensor sensitivity is essential and thus, a matter of research interest.2,4,9,10

To achieve a signal amplification along with rapid detection in any enzyme-mediated microfluidic biosensor, the so called stop-flow technique, similar to the flow injection analysis (FIA),11,12 can be employed. This method facilitates the fast and sensitive detection of various analytes independent of the assay format, as presented previously in the literature.13–16 In this technique, the fluid flow through the microcapillary is interrupted for a defined time interval (termed as stop-time). This results in an accumulation of the products of enzymatic reactions in the immobilization section (e.g. the target molecule hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂) in the case of the enzyme glucose oxidase (GOx)). By restarting the flow, this enhanced concentration of target molecules is subsequently flushed over the measurement cell for detection (e.g., in this work the electrochemical cell). The obtained rectangular-shaped peak signal, as illustrated in Fig. 1, arises from the target concentration profile and is directly proportional to the duration of the stop-time. The longer the stop interval is, the higher the measured signal response will be.

For the data analysis, the stop-flow technique provides two different parameters, the height and the charge (i.e., the integral) of the peak signal. Considering the signal evaluation
proportional to the period of the stop-phase. Data evaluation, either the maximum height or the charge of the rectangular-shaped peak signal can be utilized. Both signal parameters are proportional to the period of the stop-phase.

Numerical simulations

The numerical simulation of the differential equations has been performed through a finite element method (FEM) with COMSOL Multiphysics 5.1 (COMSOL Inc., Sweden). In this context, a simulation model was generated and combined with the appropriate initial and boundary conditions. Subsequently, it was solved on a Mac OS X platform utilizing an Intel 3.06 GHz Core 2 Duo processor with 12 GB RAM.

Simulation model

For the numerical analysis of the stop-flow technique, the basic model geometry is an L-shaped microchannel, as depicted in Fig. 2. It comprises an immobilization capillary with a 500 × 64 µm² rectangular cross-section and a variable length L_channel, a working electrode (WE) having an electroactive area of 19.7 × 10⁻² µm², and a 5 µm deep well as a stopping barrier in order to define the immobilization section. The channel height of 64 µm is given by the thickness of the used dry film photoresist (DFR), Pyralux® PC1025 (DuPont™, USA). The flow direction is highlighted in Fig. 2b and occurs from the inlet to the outlet of the channel.

Boundary conditions

The values of the parameters used in the boundary conditions employed in the simulations are depicted in Table 1.

Fluid flow

For microfluidics, the Reynolds numbers are low (typically Re ≤ 1) due to low fluid velocities and small channel geometries.
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**Fig. 2** (a) Photograph of the standard microfluidic biosensor fabricated by dry film photoresist technology with (b) the inset depicting the simulation model and its main features: immobilization capillary, working electrode and stopping barrier.
As a result, the surface forces (e.g., viscous shear stress) become dominant over the body forces (e.g., gravitation).\textsuperscript{21–23} The microfluidic flow is assumed to be incompressible since it is far in the laminar regime. Neglecting the momentum conservation and the terms of mass (e.g., convection) the flow velocity field in microcapillaries is simply formulated by the Navier–Stokes and continuity equations as:

\[
\nabla \mathbf{u} = 0
\]

\[
\nabla p = \eta \nabla^2 \mathbf{u}
\]

The resulting Poiseuille flow is characterized by the typical parabolic velocity profile with its maximum at the channel center and zero velocity (no-slip condition) at the capillary walls. In the simulation model, the no-slip boundary conditions are employed for all of the channel walls. Furthermore, a constant velocity is applied to the inlet of the microfluidic channel while the channel outlet is set to no pressure conditions. The stop-flow protocol is achieved by utilizing a rectangle step function where the flow is interrupted for a given stop-time.

### Mass transport

In microfluidic systems, molecules are transported through the channel by controlled convection (e.g., using a pump). On the other hand, the diffusion dominates the mass transport transverse to the direction of the fluid flow to compensate the resulting concentration gradient because of the electrochemical reaction at the WE. The flux of the electroactive species to the working electrode is time-dependent. Fick’s second law describes their concentration change with time for the linear diffusion as

\[
\frac{\partial c}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (-D \nabla c + cv) = 0
\]

Since there is no mass transport possible through the channel walls, insulation (no flux) boundary conditions are applied to all walls except for those of the immobilization capillary. Here, the capillary surfaces of the immobilization capillary (beside the channel bottom side because of the inactivity of SU-8) are specified as the inward flux boundary along with a time-dependent function \( f(t) = n_{\text{enzyme}}a_{\text{enzyme}}t \) to represent the glucose oxidase-based hydrogen peroxide generation. The linear time dependency is due to the operation under substrate saturation and therefore, the Michaelis–Menten term can be neglected.

Furthermore, the outflow boundary is applied to the capillary outlet, where the electroactive molecules are transported out by the microfluidic flow. For the realization of the electrochemical reaction, the \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) concentration at the working electrode is implied to be zero. It should be noted that the electron transfer rate at the platinum is assumed to be sufficiently high.

In summary, the following initial and boundary conditions are implemented using the time-dependent, laminar “Incompressible Flow” module along with the “Transport of Diluted Species” interface of COMSOL Multiphysics for the simulations of the stop-flow technique in a 3D environment:

\[
C_{\text{H}_2\text{O}_2} \text{ @ Electrode}(t) = 0
\]

\[
C_{\text{H}_2\text{O}_2} \text{ @ Channel}(t = 0) = 0
\]

\[
C_{\text{H}_2\text{O}_2} \text{ @ Immobilization area}(t) = n_{\text{enzyme}}a_{\text{enzyme}}t
\]

\[
u_{\text{Channel walls}}(t) = 0 \text{ (no-slip)}
\]

\[
u(t) = \begin{cases} 
10.4 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m s}^{-1} & \text{for } 0 < t < 15 \text{ (flow-phase)} \\
0 & \text{for } 15 < t < 75 \text{ (stop-phase)} \\
10.4 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m s}^{-1} & \text{for } 75 < t < 90 \text{ (flow-phase)} 
\end{cases}
\]

### Simulation of the stop-flow technique

The influence of the channel geometry on the sensor performance of microfluidic biosensors was studied numerically by employing the stop-flow technique. To imitate the electrochemical detection of hydrogen peroxide, the boundary flux values (mol s\(^{-1}\)), similar to the amperometric current signals, at the working electrode were calculated for different lengths of the immobilization capillary and compared with each other.

A parameter study for different channel lengths between 0.5 mm and 50 cm for the immobilization section was carried out. As expected for the microfluidic flow profile, a fully developed laminar flow was observed in all simulations. The simulated stop-flow signal peaks, their comparison with the simulated continuous flow signal levels as well as the resulting signal amplification for different channel geometries are summarized in Fig. 3.

In the case of the continuous fluid flow, the calculated boundary flux values are constant and their signal levels correlate with the channel length of the immobilization area, as illustrated in Fig. 3a. As the flow is interrupted, the analyte
(here hydrogen peroxide) concentration near the working electrode decreases drastically to a minimum level, which is defined by the analyte diffusion to the electrode. At the same time, the hydrogen peroxide concentration accumulates linearly in the immobilization section. After the restart of the flow, this increased H$_2$O$_2$ concentration is transported to the working electrode and thus, it results in the experimentally validated, rectangle-like peak signal behavior of the stop-flow technique.

The calculated stop-flow signals for different channel dimensions, as depicted in Fig. 3a, demonstrate that the charge of the stop-flow peak, the total analyte concentration, increases linearly with the channel length of the immobilization area. On the other hand, the obtained peak values reach a plateau under consideration of the linearly increasing flow (background) signals at larger immobilization capillary dimensions.

The comparison of the boundary flux values between the stop-flow technique (using the peak height) and the constant flow is given in Fig. 3b. The simulated signals at a constant flow (black) are directly proportional to the channel length while the peak height values (blue) become constant by a channel length of only 5 mm. The calculated signals at constant flow (black) are linearly proportional to the channel length while the peak height values (blue) become constant by a channel length of only 5 mm. The calculated signals at constant flow (black) are linearly proportional to the channel length while the peak height values (blue) become constant by a channel length of only 5 mm.

This special feature of the stop-flow technique based on the peak height results in a signal amplification (e.g., more than 100-times at a capillary length of 5 mm) compared to the constant flow, as illustrated in Fig. 3d. At this point, the shorter the immobilization channel length is, the higher the obtained signal gain will be. Starting from a minimum channel length (in this work 4.5 mm) dependent on the given model geometry, at which the maximum peak height of the stop-flow measurement cannot be reached anymore, the signal amplification decreases again.

The numerical simulations presented in this work show that the use of the stop-flow technique does not only highly increase the degree of miniaturization in microfluidic biosensors, but also enhances their sensor performance regarding sensitivity as well as detection time.

**Proof-of-principle measurements**

For the verification of our claim and the predictions of the simulations, proof-of-principle measurements were performed in diluted human plasma using a repressor protein-based antibiotic assay for tetracyclines. In this context, two different versions, a standard and a miniaturized format, of the
electrochemical biosensor platform were compared with each other. The standard biosensor has an immobilization capillary with a channel length of 100.8 mm, while the channel length of the miniaturized chip is 16.4 mm only, as depicted in Fig. 4a.

The microfluidic biosensor chips are produced at the wafer-level by common MEMS technology, employing a dry film photoresist. The fabrication procedure is based on laminating different layers of DFR on a polyimide wafer with patterned platinum, forming the microfluidic channels. The design and fabrication of the DFR based microfluidic biosensors have been previously described in detail elsewhere.24

The working principle of the repressor protein-based antibiotic assays relies on the resistance mechanism developed by some prokaryotes against different classes of antibiotics (e.g., tetracyclines),18,25,26 It comprises a repressor protein (e.g., TetR) that binds to its cognate operator DNA (e.g., tetO). The addition of antibiotics (e.g., tetracyclines) results in the dose-dependent dissociation of the protein–DNA complexes. Thus, the repressor protein-based antibiotic assay shows competitive behavior. The major benefits of these systems are the high sensitivity and specificity of the repressor protein to its cognate antibiotics owing to high association rate constants (e.g., $K_a = 10^9\ \text{M}^{-1}$ in the case of TetR and tetracycline).27 The assay preparation for the on-chip tetracycline detection is explained in detail in the ESI.$^\dagger$

To demonstrate the proof-of-principle, the on-chip tetracycline assay signals in the absence of antibiotics were recorded in quadruplicate for different versions of the microfluidic biosensor platform. The obtained results, the current height and the charge of the stop-flow signals, are presented in Fig. 4b and c. Herein, adequate intra-assay CVs of below 15% were achieved with both biosensor formats by stop-flow measurements for different stop-times.

As predicted by the simulations, the current peak heights of both chip designs are nearly the same despite the significant difference in the channel length of their immobilization capillaries, as shown in Fig. 4b. In contrast, the measured peak charge values (Fig. 4c) differ more than 6-times from each other depending on the ratio of their channel dimensions. Finally, the signal gains achieved with both biosensor formats

---

**Fig. 4**  (a) Comparison of the standard and miniaturized microfluidic biosensor. (b–d) On-chip tetracycline assay signals in the absence of antibiotics based on (b) the peak current height and (c) the peak charge obtained from both versions of the microfluidic biosensor platform. The peak current results in different chip formats that match very well with each other despite the huge difference in their immobilization channel lengths. On the other hand, the peak charge values differ from each other, as predicted. (d) Resulting signal amplifications by the stop-flow technique (using the peak current height for the signal evaluation) in comparison with the continuous flow measurement. Error bars represent the standard deviation of four parallel experiments.
by means of the stop-flow technique are displayed in Fig. 4d. Compared to the simulations, the measured values of 5.8 and 22.4 are in good agreement with the calculated signal amplifications of 4.9 and 28.1 for the standard and the miniaturized biosensor versions, respectively. Hereby, the results of the proof-of-principle experiments clearly verified our postulated claim about the stop-flow technique.

### Conclusions

The application of the stop-flow technique using the peak height for the data evaluation enhances the miniaturization degree and the performance, such as the sensitivity and detection time, of the microfluidic biosensor platforms by eliminating the influence of the channel dimensions on the sensor characteristics.

A simulation model for microfluidic LOC platforms using the stop-flow method is introduced for the first time to study the optimal channel length of the immobilization capillary. This universally applicable system enables the investigation of different channel cross-sections, measurement conditions (e.g., flow rate or stop-time) or even channel materials. Therewith, different design rules for microfluidic biosensors are derived from numerical simulations. Data analysis of the stop-flow technique by the peak height can result in signal amplifications about more than 100-times in typical biosensor formats compared to the constant flow measurements by miniaturizing the chip dimensions.

In order to verify the proposed claim, proof-of-principle measurements were successfully carried out with standard and miniaturized formats of the existing electrochemical biosensor platform using a repressor protein-based antibiotic assay for tetracyclines. Comparing the performances of both chip versions, the consequent current peak heights are almost identical in spite of the considerable differences in their channel volumes. Furthermore, a 22-fold signal amplification is achieved with the miniaturized biosensors. In order to provide a quantitative comparison, different aspects of both biosensor formats are summarized in Table 2.

In light of this knowledge, our future work will be the compact and cost-effective implementation of a highly miniaturized microfluidic multiplexed biosensor platform for point-of-care diagnostics.
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